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Many architectural structures that have been excavated in Ephesos, are generally
interpreted as tabernae.1 This interpretation is based on their location within the
buildings and their urbanistic context along the streets (fig. 1).
So far the Ephesian tabernae have received little attention, largely because, as a
building type, they appear relatively frequently, both in archaeological excavations in
other cities in the west (e.g. Pompeii2 and Ostia3), as well as in literary sources. Only
rarely, however, have tabernae been a distinct area of research. Often the excavation
ended at the facade of the insulae because the researchers were more interested in the
street itself and its accompanying porticoes. In other cases, structures, which were later
built within the porticoes, were frequently removed without precise documentation or
were not completely excavated.
In Ephesos, among the earliest tabernae of the Imperial period, which are known so
far, are those from the Terrace House 24 and the earlier structures along the Street of
Domitian.5 These were erected in the early first century BC. In the course of the largescale urban transformations, which accompanied the rise of the city to a provincial
capital in the Augustan-Tiberian period, tabernae arose along the streets and were
integrated into the newly built insulae. These have been excavated, for example, in the
two Terrace Houses6 along the Curetes Street7 – which were later overbuilt – and also
along the South Street in the area of the Upper Agora.8 When the great gymnasia – the
Vedius Gymnasium and the East Gymnasium – were erected towards the end of the first
until the mid-second century, tabernae along the adjacent streets were also part of the
building concept.
In the third quarter of the third century, a series of earthquakes shook the city and
caused immense damage to the entire urban development. For the following decades,
the archaeological evidence indicates an absence of any building activity.9 In the middle
of the fourth century, the first reconstructive measures can be observed, which – at
first carried out in what appears to be haphazard fashion – reached their peak at the
end of the fourth and the beginning of the fifth century. Some imperial structures were
repaired or rebuilt, but there were also complexes, and even entire city quarters, which
were built completely anew.10
The majority of the tabernae visible today were built at the beginning of the late antique
phase of the city; they offer a glimpse of both micro- and macro-economic activities of
Ephesos. In many places, it can be observed that space, which used to be public, was
turned into commercially utilized areas. The upper section of the Curetes Street can be
regarded as a clear example for this development. The portico was successively walled
up – a phenomenon, which occurred in other cities of Asia Minor as well.11 Very often
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Fig. 1: Map with the Late Antique tabernae in Ephesos.
in these commercially used spaces, a phase of destruction – frequently caused by fire
– occurred in the course of the seventh century. Whereas some tabernae offer only a
snapshot from said period, due to their structural configuration, other tabernae allow
the reconstruction of their entire life cycle – from their initial construction and the
period of their everyday use up until their destruction.12
The Ephesian tabernae of the Imperial period show a strict structural separation
from the privately used areas, which are generally located behind or above them. Only
in the case of residential unit 6 in Terrace House 2, there is an indication of a connection
between the entry and the adjacently located tabernae;13 these were located on the
property of the residential unit’s master. Unfortunately, the archaeological evidence
does not indicate whether he rented out these commercial units or used them himself.
The tabernae in the north of residential unit 7, were after the late Severan period,
probably connected to the private rooms in the south. But the state of the structures
does not allow definitive conclusions.14
In the course of late antique rebuilding activities of imperial structures, the tabernae
of Terrace House 1 (fig. 2) were expanded northward. In addition, stairs leading to the
upper floor were built, which was probably used as a living quarter for the family who
worked at the tabernae.15 The architectural evidence indicates that a strict separation
between this area and the residential area of Terrace House 1 was maintained.16
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Fig. 2: Tabernae in the front row of Terrace House 1.
Between 2011 and 2018 new excavations have taken place in the lower city of
Ephesos, where an area of roughly 1800 square meters was selected based on the results
of a geophysical archaeological prospection. The excavated houses were built in the
late fourth / beginning of the fifth century and traces of activity here extend up to
the 14th century.17 The prospection data shows that these structures are part of a large
city quarter which was constructed in the area of the imperial Harbor Gymnasium
and the xystoi in the east. This transformation of formerly public into privately used
space at such an enormous scale was presumably carried out at the initiative of an
urban authority.18 More or less simultaneously, the nearby Flavian Harbor Baths were
extensively renovated.
In the late antique period the city center developed in this region: in addition to
the seat of the Archbishop and Metropolite, the church belonging to this authority
was also found here - the Church of St. Mary. In the course of the second half of the
fourth century, an imperial basilica was transformed into an early Christian church.
Originally the basilica formed the southern part of the Olympieion, a temple precinct
erected under Emperor Hadrian and dedicated to Zeus Olympios.19 Whether it was the
fact that it was a formerly pagan cult site, or whether it was the size of the building that
was decisive for the choice as Episcopal Church remains an open question. Indicative
of the significance of the late antique Ephesos is its infrastructure. The road to the
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Fig. 3: Drone picture of the excavated Late Antique residential quarter.
south of the Church of St. Mary formed a direct connection to the northern part of the
harbor, which was at this time still an important hub for a variety of goods and wares
and which also served as a transit site for passengers. This latter aspect was additionally
enhanced by the increasing traffic of pilgrims. This street is not much narrower than the
so-called Arkadiane, the main road that connected the harbor with the theater. Its size
is signifying its importance. It can, therefore, be assumed that this newly excavated city
quarter (fig. 3–4) was situated in one of the best regions of the late antique city, where
a huge number of visitors were to be found.
Based on the findings discovered in the first years of the excavations and also those,
which were already found in the late 19th century in the nearby Harbor Gymnasium,
it was until recently assumed that this complex represented a unified, large-scale city
palace of prestigious character. This interpretation ought to be revised. In fact, there
are three independent houses, which show considerable differences in size. These were
erected in the early fifth century, and they show signs of massive destructions that
occurred mainly in the second half of the seventh century. From the typology of their
layouts, the westernmost house and the one in the middle conform to the tradition
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Fig. 4: Map with representative and economic/commercial rooms.
of imperial peristyle houses, whereas in contrast, the easternmost house has a court
without columns. These courtyards served as places of communication and also
functioned as dividers. Around them were arranged, according to the possibilities of
the existing building space, rooms of differing function and equipment. The courtyards
could be accessed via entrance rooms in the north, which open into a portico alongside
the road.
Many of the rooms did not show a specific form or interior so that their character
cannot be identified properly. In other rooms, changes in function can be observed. In
any case, in all three of the houses regions can be identified which, due to their floorand wall decoration as well as in part due to the preserved archaeological evidence, were
clearly of prestigious, representative character. In contrast, rooms can be recognized
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Fig. 5: Detail picture of the opus-sectile floor, room 1.16.
within the houses, which, due to the installations preserved within them, were used
for activities associated with the household economy. This is also confirmed by the
inventory excavated there.
This is very clearly indicated in the last phase of House 1: the large courtyard (1.11)
was used to access the surrounding rooms, which can be divided into commercial and
representative units.
The rooms of representative character were located at the south of the courtyard.
To this category belonged a sequence of three rooms, which could be entered in the
southwest corner of the peristyle (1.13, 1.14, 1.17); they display polychrome mosaic
floors with a variety of geometric patterns. A sword and the point of the scabbard
belonging to it, as well as the point of a lance, which was probably placed at the wall
of 1.14 as a collection of regalia, make it likely that this space was an audience room
of the master of the house. Further east, two other representative rooms with opus
sectile pavements could be excavated (1.18 and 1.16). The second one (fig. 5) shows
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an apsis in the south, which is elevated by a step. The walls are decorated with wall
paintings, only partially preserved, carried out in imitation of marble incrustation.
In the north wall two closable cupboards were set, their contents consisted primarily
of objects of bronze and glass. In the destruction horizon remains of carbonized
decorative elements of furniture have been preserved. This room may have served
as a reception or as a dining room.
Fragments of wall paintings, marble incrustations and many opus sectile pieces,
which were found in the destruction layers of the upper story, indicate the elaborated
and preciously interior of these rooms. This house is, therefore, best to be interpreted
as the residence of a family of the uppermost social class of late antique Ephesos.
On the other hand, in the north and west of the courtyard, rooms of clearly commercial
and economic function can be identified. In one of these rooms (1.12) a platform and a
parallel shaft were set along the entire southern side wall. This combination of platform
and shaft is also encountered in other rooms of this city quarter.20 The shafts could
probably be covered by wooden boards and were most likely used as storage spaces.
This assumption is supported by the specific archaeological evidence of room 1.12
which was used for stock-keeping.
In the north of house 1, five elongate rooms are built next to each other (fig. 6). Two of
them (1.2, 1.4) could clearly be identified as tabernae based on their characteristic location
in the architectonic context. They open to the street and show no direct connection to
the courtyard and the residential area. In addition, findings such as installations and
archaeological material were discovered, which allow the interpretation of those rooms
as small facilities, which served commercial purposes.
The room between them (1.3) is noteworthy due to a large number of amphorae.
Furthermore, a great quantity of large-scale utilitarian pottery was excavated from the
destruction layer. From this area, a polygonal amphora stopper was discovered with
negative imprints, which could have come on the one hand from coins or on the other
hand from lead seals. One token displays the motif of the adoration of the Christ child
by the Μάγοι. None of the objects were produced in Ephesos, but instead, they were
imported. Due to the finds from this room, one may also assume that it was used as a
taberna, even if this space does display a direct connection to the interior of the house.
The narrow chamber 1.5 was used as an entrance room.
The function of room 1.1 was more complex. A number of installations were found
suggesting that agricultural products were processed and foodstuff was prepared here:
Some structural features like grooves in the marble plates of the floor and a shaft with
specific beam-holes, but also findings from the destruction layer – such as large burned
layers which are nonetheless clearly limited, suggesting a considerable amount of
burned, organic material, indicate a press facility for the production of liquids. A domed
oven and a walled-in hearth, where foodstuffs could be prepared, were also found in
this room. In the northwest corner the remains of an embedded pithos were discovered,
which had been repaired with lead.
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Fig. 6: Detail picture of the economic/commercial rooms at the front of house complex 1.
From 1.1 the rooms 1.6 and 1.7 could be entered in the south. 1.7 did not show a specific
interior so that it cannot be assigned a function. But along the walls of 1.6 the remains of
built-in benches and work platforms were found. Grooves cut into the floor may well have
served for slip resistance, which is why it is assumed that the people worked with liquids
here. This room could have been used for storage and other economic functions.
The last room in the northwestern part of the house (1.8), which was accessible
through the courtyard, was also an economic area. An open slot along the northern
wall was connected to a drain so that the wastewater originating here could be drained
off. Originally 1.7 and 1.8 belonged together so that the other rooms in the northwestern
part of the house were also connected to the residential area.
The destruction layer of the upper story in the northwestern part of the house
contained a high concentration of animal bones. A total of 1905 bone fragments were
analyzed, of which 1379 could be associated with a species. Amongst these, almost half –
48% – are associated with pigs, whereby small ruminants are almost equally frequently
represented, with 43%. Cattle bones are present at only 9%, while dog, horse, and red
deer are each represented only twice.21 Particularly noteworthy is the distribution of the
skeletal elements, of which the main share consists of teeth. 89% of the domestic and wild
pigs’ teeth consist of canine teeth from the upper and lower jaw. The employment of the
same technique in breaking off and removing the upper and lower teeth is remarkable,
and they also display a uniform handling, which suggests that this activity was carried
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Fig. 7: Three recently excavated tabernae at the upper Curetes Street.
out professionally. For the teeth of sheep and goats, a large percentage of molars from
the lower jaw are present; these could have been broken off as well as hacked off, which
equally applies to the molars of the upper jaw, yet these are present in much smaller
amounts. Based on these materials, we can assume that a business for the processing of
bones and teeth took place here, in which bone objects could have been produced and
teeth could have been ground up for medicinal purposes.
The rooms 1.2–1.4 have in common that they were used for commercial or economic
purposes and are situated at the front of the building. For those, which were separated
from the living area, an interpretation as tabernae seems clear from the building evidence.
For which purposes the tabernae were used cannot be determined precisely. Based on the
enormous amount of excavated coins, which cannot be associated with other findings, that
could have been traded here, a broad range of activities seems possible.
Whether room 1.1, in which agricultural products were produced, represents a
taberna as well, cannot be precisely answered. In this context, the connection to other
rooms in the interior of the house seems noteworthy, which suggests a direct interaction
between the inhabitants and the employees. It is also conceivable that here, goods were
processed, which were closely connected with the function or situation of the master of
the house. This would not have been in the context of the practice of a small business,
as would be common for tabernae.
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The fact that the archaeological material allows a substantially nuanced interpretation
of the function of tabernae is revealed by the recently excavated structures in the
northern colonnade of the upper Curetes Street, where tabernae were constructed
which, based on a series of coins beneath the loam floor, could not have occurred before
the middle of the sixth century (fig. 7). During the reign of Heraklios, the space was
destroyed by a massive conflagration, suggested by freshly minted coins of 40 nummi.22
The findings and evidence from the eastern taberna allow a detailed reconstruction
of the room’s interior. Shelves, tables, walled-in benches, as well as storage spaces, can
be reconstructed accurately from the evidence. The cups and bowls were found where
they fell, and a row of wine amphorae found in situ, give an impression of activities
just before the destruction. The disposal-system could be reconstructed and worked
as follows: via an opening in the floor, food remains could be quickly and efficiently
disposed of in the drainage system. The neighboring taberna was a place of production,
in which individual objects of wood were manufactured. In addition to carbonized
remains of the stored wood, tools such as a saw were also preserved.23
It is – at least for now – not possible to reconstruct all the economic processes in
Ephesos from the perspective of the small business units, which were located in the
tabernae, given the lack of evidence. Measured by the existing archaeological evidence,
there are only very few tabernae, whose findings and installations allow an unambiguous
assignment of function, and even then, one can just get a fragmentary picture, which
can only be transferred to the whole city in a very general and limited way. The majority
of the excavated tabernae reveals a very indifferent picture and cannot be precisely
identified in terms of their function. Characteristic equipment, as in the Curetes Street,
is lacking, as is specific archaeological evidence which might point to commercial
activities. In order to be able to comprehend the entire range of variation of the “types
of the taberna” characterized in archaeological research, an avoidance of a sweeping
attribution and also an attention to detailed evidence and its careful interpretation are
required.
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